
June 1, 2015 
…And Comes Arizona 

For those who like to read legal briefs, filings, complaints, etc, take a gander at 
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR ADOPTION, BUILDINGARIZONAFAMILIES  It lays out 
the first viable legal challenge to ICWA and it was triggered by the arbitrary, illegal 
changes in the law which Kevin Washburn (who is one of those specifically cited in 
the complaint) of the BIA imposed without the trouble of actually going through 
Congress to have the law changed.  

That’s one reason it is such a quagmire of errors and un-thought out  consequences 
such as giving Tribal Courts jurisdiction over every court in the land, and determining 
that any child that is up for adoption or Foster Care must first be proven to not be a 
member, enrolled or otherwise, of any tribe in the USA, by contacting every tribal 
court and awaiting their ruling before any case can legally move forward… can you 
imagine?  

Keep in mind that the Tribal Judge in Spirit Lake Nation, ND delayed for over six 
months in awarding custody of a preteen daughter to her mother, even after her 
father was convicted of raping her, and one of her cousins, for years.  In the interim, 
that daughter was left in the custody of her father, the convicted pedophile.  

Now, multiply that by every tribal court of every tribe and the delays alone would 
bring child protection cases to a complete standstill in the country.  No adoption 
would be deemed permanent, even years later, if any tribe decides they want that 
child as one of their own, regardless of documentation to prove that child had any 
First Nations’ blood at all, let alone, which tribe!  

And, to justify this, they cite a ‘study’ that says First Nations Children don’t bond with 
their guardians or parents in the same way as the Euro-Western (Think: “White 
People”) children do, and so yanking them from the only home they have ever 
known or found safety and nurturing in, is no big deal.   

You can just smell Casey Family Programs stink rising from that supposed ‘study’, 
can’t you?  You don’t have to. The study cites Casey Family Programs as one of 
their main sources, supporters.   

Casey Family Programs and their completely ludicrous ‘studies’ have been 
thoroughly debunked by a Harvard Professor and others, and determined to be 
nothing more than a scam that takes hundreds of millions of tax dollars every year, 
providing agencies with policies and procedures that have led to only more abuses, 
more horrific deaths of children at the hands of their abusers, while CFP neatly stays 
in the shadows, mumbling “tragedy”, “Mistakes were made”, but changing nothing in 
policies or procedures, and this goes on now for decades, and dead babies are 
stacking up like cordwood at their door, but they can’t tell you how many, because 
they don’t keep count of the children who die due to their inane, insane and vicious 
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policies and procedures, which agencies are required to be in compliance with or 
lose funding.  This lawsuit will expose more than you think. I hope they pursue it to 
the point the public becomes aware of more than just the Adoption aspect of it.  

Failure Is No Obstacle To Political Appointmoint 

One of the most notorious practitioners of all things Casey Family Programs, is 
George Sheldon. He was the Director of DHS in Florida during 2009 when the body 
count of children dying in care, that he counted, was 69. Sixty-nine dead children in 
Florida… and that exceeded the sum total of the other 49 States combined.  

The Miami Herald did a series last year called “Innocents Lost” which did a more 
accurate count, and found the number of children who died while in care, while 
following the CFP P & Ps, was upwards of 200.  

But there was an ‘out’ that was put in place by Mr. Sheldon so that he didn’t have to 
count all the children who died as a result of being placed in dangerous hands, often 
despite multiple filed reports of those dangers, and often after removing the children 
from safe, nurturing Foster Homes or the care of relatives who were protective of 
those babies. That out was simple.  

Get the Social Workers to have the offenders who were abusing the children, 
and that ranged from brutal neglect to savage beatings, rapes and worse, to 
sign a note promising not to do it again.  That note alone, meant that the ‘file 
was closed’.  

That is correct. They signed a note. That closed the file. So, when the child died, or 
the rapes and abuses continued, there had to be new reports filed, new 
investigations started, by new social workers who often had no clue of previous files 
or cases (because they were CLOSED), and with the over-worked social workers, 
that would take weeks or months.  That Social Worker would then get the offender to 
sign a note, and that would close that file.  

And so it went until that child showed up dead. File permanently closed.  

He failed so spectacularly, and yet he was plucked from the job for which he was 
desperately unqualified by virtue of his multiple failures and the dead bodies 
stacking up behind closed files, to be the Right Hand of Marrianne McMullen, who 
was herself appointed as the head of the ACF, her only qualification being that she 
was once a Foster Mother.  

As the Right Hand of singularly unqualified Marrianne McMullen, who still holds her 
Federally appointed position as head of the ACF, George Sheldon did everything he 
could to thwart, stop any investigations into child abuse, child rape, child trafficking 
in Spirit Lake Nation, by forbidding Thomas Sullivan from issuing any Mandated 
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Reports (Sullivan had already issued 13 scathing reports), and by assuring other 
agencies, such as BIA and the DOJ, and HHS, that they would not have to follow 
protocol or procedures which would demand those reports be investigated.  

As a result, not a single one of those reports has been investigated, not a single 
witness has been interviewed, and several children have been murdered at the 
hands of their abusers.  Children who were listed in those reports.  

George Sheldon is one of the higher ups who has harassed, threatened, intimidated, 
hazed and thwarted all efforts by Thomas Sullivan to do his job.   

That’s what a true believer in Casey Family Programs does.  They prevent 
investigations. They ignore reports. They close files. They shredded thousands of 
files in SLN, can you imagine what they have done in the other 535 tribes?  

Oh looky! George Sheldon has now been appointed as the Director of DCFS in 
Illinois! And he says that he intends to bring what he learned as Director of DHS in 
Florida to the Good People of Illinois!  

Let’s refresh:  

He learned how to ignore reports, close files, not count dead babies, many of whom 
were tortured before they died. He claimed he didn’t know it was that many. To be 
fair, he looked really shocked. Given that it was his job to know those numbers, one 
can only guess at what other vital information he chose to ignore or to pretend was 
not important.  

Also, when he was in a failed bid to be elected as the State Attorney General of 
Florida this last round, a sudden urge caused him to leap from ACF, to campaign for 
that job, which may or may not have had something to do with his successor as DHS 
in Florida abruptly jumping ship, he was confronted by one reporter who asked about 
the obscenely high number of dead children on his last watch as Director of DHS, to 
which Sheldon declared that he had no idea there were so many…  

Good luck Illinois.  

Meanwhile, Why Bother With Laws? 

Naked Lawn Ornament, having succeeded in getting re-elected because her 
relatives are on the Election Board and they would not allow legitimate contenders to 
run for any office, did what she does best: Violates the Rules, Laws and Constitution 
of the Tribe, to suit herself.  

Previously, when she got in because Drug Addict/raging Alky Russell McDonald was 
ousted by petition and vote, she appointed Alberta Redfox to replace Joel Redfox, 
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the rapist, who along with his girlfriend, Mardell Lewis, resigned rather than face the 
wrath of the petitioners who had overwhelmingly signed petitions against them.   

Alberta Redfox immediately told the victims of her son, also a rapist, to not say 
anything because she had a position now where she could get them money.  NLO is 
well aware of those complaints. She chooses to ignore them.  

Given that no qualified opponents were allowed to run for the Chair or council seats 
this last month, Alberta (also related to the Election Board) was elected.  

Now, there was another petition, this time on Clarisse Brownshield, and she was 
going to be thrown out on her corrupt ass.  But, instead of letting people have their 
say in a general meeting and having the petition heard and voted on, NLO just 
appointed another good friend, the brother of Cindy Mala (the fraud that runs the 
college), Aaron Green.  

NLO not willing to risk someone not under her control getting onto council. I’m 
surprised she didn’t appoint one of her bastard sons.  

She has never answered to the Tribe for the missing millions from her previous stint 
as Chairwoman. Over $9 Million went into that Ronin Scam she was and probably 
still is, so deep into.  There were tens of millions more, and she was the one who 
placed the unqualified but very corrupt Kevin Dauphinais (Brownshield) as Director 
of Social Services during the revelations of corruption, Child Trafficking, baby 
stealing, Baby selling, missing funds that were supposed to go to the children in 
Foster Care, as well as the missing Social Security accounts, Missing Scholarship 
funds, etc. There was also a lot of missing heavy equipment which ended up on the 
big ass ranch that Kevin bought for himself with his scams and schemes.   

Seventy people spoiled their ballots in that last election. That’s what you do when 
you have no choice but want your opinion to be counted, one way or the other. Good 
on 70 of you!  

Today 

So, if anyone is wondering, things have not gotten any better for the children in Spirit 
Lake Nation Reservation. The same dangers, exploitations, sexual abuses, tortures 
and worse, still go on.  And why wouldn’t it? There have been no consequences to 
any of those involved in committing atrocities against those children.  

In fact, all the way up to the top of the ACF, there is a string of corrupt officials willing 
to harass, threaten, attack, smear anyone that dares to try and stop the abuses. 
Marrianne McMullen and her Flying Monkeys still harass, and threaten Thomas 
Sullivan, and now, even serial child abuser enabler and pedophile protector George 
Sheldon has a new high paying job… in Illinois.  
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Those who suffer are those who speak the truth and those whose truth it is.  

But those who told the truth, those who still report it, can’t stop. Neither should you.  
This is not an overnight war. This is the Battle between Good and Evil. It’s as old as 
Time and it won’t go away if we do nothing.  

So many doing nothing is how it became so strong in the first place. Politicians treat 
children as if they are *props for an election.  Agencies raise funds off the needs of 
the abused to be protected, but none of them lift a finger to protect those children in 
a real and meaningful way.  I’ve only seen one Congressman, Kevin Cramer, even 
try.  

*Note: That Republican politician used his adopted kids as props in political ads, 
then gave them away to a sexual predator because he didn’t like them. 

Tomorrow 

We really have to get more involved, more determined and more organized. We can 
start by speaking out, demanding answers, and demanding that media, whose job it 
is to inform us, quit giving us clap trap and make protecting children, and what is 
really happening, a priority in reporting, the same way they do mindless celebrity 
gossip, sports and stock market reports.  

The abused who survive are not likely to respect the laws nor the agencies that 
failed to protect them, and who ignored their reports, closed their files.  

They’re going to be angry, violent, addicted and looking for someone to take it out 
on. You can’t buy enough locks to make yourself safe.  But you can start protecting 
the children now so that they don’t grow into those violent failures who are the end 
result of our failures to protect them and do what is right.  

So, the next time you hear of some horrible, violent crime committed by an adult, ask 
for media to search their history. Chances are, he came from the system we are 
trying to change, but which is so entrenched in corruption, it won’t budge.  

The Future 

Sure, we’ll arrest them when they rape, rob, assault and murder. Their past won’t get 
them a break, nor would that help. But if we want to stop the escalating violence in 
our society, we must start with those whose corruption creates it.  

You know where to find me.  

~Cat 


